
PROJECT 2:  PROGRESS IN ART : A LEVER OR A SAFEGUARD ?

MISSION 1 (A2 → B1) To what extent can literature illustrate progress?

MISSION 1A

You are going to write critical reviews for our readers who want to read about progress. 
There is a selection of books and the responsible of the new reading department has sent me 
some extracts of books. We have to define whether there are good or bad examples of 
progress in literature

→ writing a critical review (6 lines)(B1/B2)

STEP 1: Samples of critical reviews   (5')
(it will sum up the elements of a critical review)

STEP 2: Recap   (5')
(it will enable to be sure the expectations are known)

STEP 3: Discuss in your team about progress   (5')

A2: creating a mindmap

STEP 4: Recap   (10')
→ supposing (B1 → B1+)
→ giving opinions (B1 → B1+)

STEP 5     : Create a reading grid   (5')



B1: planning research/reading

STEP 6     : Recap   (10')

Then you have to read your text at home and complete the grid
  

A series of texts

https://francsebastieneslteacher.files.wordpress.com/2014/12/progress-in-art.pdf

MISSION 1B

→ writing a critical review (6 lines)(B1)

STEP 1: Discuss about the text   (10')

STEP 2: Recap   (20')

https://francsebastieneslteacher.files.wordpress.com/2014/12/progress-in-art.pdf


STEP 3: Write the critical review   (15')

WRITER
A1 A2 A2+ B1- B1 B1+

I describe the text I explain progress in the text I give my opinion

Then it will be interesting to find the cover of the books to prepare the blog

Finding the cover of the book 

MISSION 1C

→ completing the blog (B1)

STEP 1: Rewriting the critical review   (15')
(each team use the tablet to write the critical review on the blog by adding the cover picture)

STEP 2: Coach your speaker   (5')

STEP 3: Productions   (15')
(the speakers come to explain)

SPEAKER
A1 A2 A2+ B1- B1 B1+

I describe the text I explain progress in the text I give my opinion


